February, 2019. Newsletter

https://www.quakersaustralia.info/Stitches

CStitches@quakersaustralia.inf

Dear Friends,
This newsletter is devoted to introducing you to the web page. I hope you will check it out.

‘You certainly have the best pages on the web!’
Roger Sawkins: AYM Website coordinator.
When you go to the web page: https://www.quakersaustralia.info/ you will see this

Up the very top you will see the third option is Organisation. If you click on that link it will give you
a menu which includes National Committees.
If you click on that, you will see a great many Yearly Meeting committees including Friends in
Stitches. They are organised in alphabetical order.

Click on Friends in Stitches and you will open our home page:

You will notice a menu in the dark blue bar: Home/ Completed Panels/ Panels in Progress/
Newsletters/ Items for sale.
Each of these are links to other pages. So if you go to Completed Panels, you will see this:

All the completed panels are listed and you can click on any of them to see the panel and read the
information about it.
For example: Backhouse and Walker try the treadmill.

This is just a partial photo of the page. Under that you will see a photo of the whole panel and the
story of it including the names of the designer, the stitchers, the writer of the blurb and the current
location of this panel.
Adding the information about the present location of the panel allows anyone to contact us (on the
home page is a contact button) and request that this panel be sent to them. Perhaps you are having a
special occasion and you want to display one or more of the panels as it relates to this event. Panels
can be sent at our expense - out of the Calendar funds! We are keen to share the panels with Friends
around the country
Here is a portion of what you can see beneath the pictures.

If you find mistakes on the web pages, please tell me. I have pretty much put together the web page
by myself and I get the feeling that the only other person who looks at it is Roger!

Cards - How much would you pay?
An new page on the web site is Items for Sale
At the moment the main items for sale are cards. There is an approximate picture of all the cards
available. Tessa and I both have cards made by Julie Webb.

Recently, as an experiment, I had four different cards made using a commercial online printer, just of
the panel I stitched, the Elizabeth Fry Retreat. These are also on the Items for Sale page.
I am charging $5 for these cards.
How much to ask for cards is an
open discussion between Tessa
and me. In South Australia Julie’s
cards are sold for $3. Initially
the money made from sale of
these cards went to SA Friends
in Stitches. But after a while they
didn’t need any money so the
money raised went to a
discretionary fund in SARM and
is now donated to refugee
organisations. Julie, the
photographer and creator of the
cards, gets 50 cents per card which seems to me, too little.

When I became a co-convenor of the Committee I didn’t think it was right to charge so little for these
cards and under pressure from me, Tessa agreed to raise the price to $3.50. But I am still unhappy
with that. Tessa’s argument is that she wants to get a lot of cards out there to spread the word about
the project. If they are cheap then people will buy more of them and spread the word further faster.
My argument is that it sends the wrong message about the value of the work. We may be little old
ladies doing craft for charity but we are also artists. The designer, the historians and the stitchers who
spend countless hours creating these works are serious artists. I believe you would pay $6 for cards
like these in the shops and I don’t think we should under sell ourselves, even if it means we sell fewer
cards.
At this stage my cards are an experiment. I will take them to Melbourne - a notoriously tight market,
and see if I can sell any at the Melbourne City Meeting.
So far, since I made the new Items for Sale page, we have not received any orders for cards, be they
$3.50 or $5. It would be a red letter day for Tessa and me were we to sell a card from the web page!
Money from the sale of my cards will go into the Friends in Stitches account. We can use money to
subsidise people to travel, go to workshops, to send panels from place to place, to hire exhibition
space, invest in new products and so on.

Other potential Items for sale
The Kendal Tapestry has all kinds of merchandise - colouring in books, book marks, photographic
prints and so on. https://www.quaker-tapestry.co.uk/shop/
An item we could sell are embroidery kits. These were sold in the past and it could be a project for
someone to create more kits, based on any of the 20 panels now complete. When we have
exhibitions, it would be good to be able to offer these. This is a whole new area for someone creative
to pick up.
It would be good to get feed back from Friends about the web page - any problems encountered or
praise of course! I would be interested to hear other Friends’ views about prices for cards or ideas of
more items to sell.

How is the stitching going?
How is your stitching going? I am hard at work on my
practice piece for my Cherish our Place panel - see
Panels in Progress. This is part of the back ground,
You can’t see it in the picture but I am using three
different greens here. The tree trunks will remain
white. It is great to learn of the value of doing a
practice piece. I am looking forward to getting started
on the bushes, using french knots. It is not all that hot
here but I am spending a lot of time indoors enjoying
the quietness of stitching. When it is finished it may
well become an ‘Item for Sale’.

Much love,
your Friend,
Sally

